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Ovation™ HS Ultra-High-Capacity Fuel and DEF Dispenser

The art of speed. The envy of the truck island.
Loyalty starts at the pump.
Wayne Ovation™ HS fuel dispensers add ultra-high fueling
performance to the modern, userfriendly Wayne Ovation fuel
dispenser series. Now you can have
a consistent brand image and user
experience
between
your
consumer islands and your highvolume truck islands. You have
access to all of the advanced
technology the Ovation dispenser
features – leading secure payment
technology, large VGA display
options, and media – to optimize
user-friendliness and maximize
sales.

DEFinitely flexible.
The Ovation HS ultra-high-capacity
dispenser series offers the widest
choice of diesel exhaust fluid (DEF)
dispensing configurations – from
the convenience and space-saving
benefits of combined diesel and
DEF dispensers to the flexibility of
standalone DEF-only dispensers. A
broad variety of cold and unique
warm climate models ensures
there is a DEF solution best-suited
for your region and site layout.
Innovative user features and special DEF-compatible
components provide you with dispensers that are both easy
to use and maintain.

The Ovation HW fuel dispensers (diesel + warm-climate
DEF), the economical combination models, are for warm
climates where temperatures are
always above 12°F and DEF freezing is
not a concern. Diesel and DEF
hydraulics are housed together in the
standard unheated Ovation dispenser
cabinet. A left-facing DEF hose is
provided on each side of the
dispenser that has a master diesel
hose.

High speed workhorse.
There is no substitute for speed.
Streamlined hydraulics with the highflow Liquid Controls™ meter provide
impressive flow rates up to 60 gpm*
with master and satellite hoses
combined. Get your customers back
on the road fast and maximize your
station throughput. The Ovation HS
dispenser’s robust construction with
corrosion-resistant aluminum panels,
tempered glass, and metal in hightouch areas make it well suited to
withstand
rough
truck
stop
environments,
protecting
your
investment for years to come.

The freedom to choose.
Whatever your high-volume fueling island need – Wayne has
an Ovation HS ultra-high-capacity dispenser that will fit.

- Wayne Fueling Systems

*Maximum flow rates are master and satellite flow
rates combined. Actual flow rates depend upon
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Product Information:

Western Global Showcase: Innovating Fuel & Fluid Storage
Below are the links:

Over the last few months
Western Global has been
hard at work creating a
series of videos to showcase
its products and company.

ABBI Fuel and DEF Storage
Tanks:
https://youtu.be/BXKMsoe_BVQ

TransCube Transportable Fuel
Tanks:

The result are 3 videos and
we wanted to share them
with our customers.

https://youtu.be/SXLxkY4Ygb8

FuelCube Stationary Fuel Tanks:
https://youtu.be/AntqB_qZxn0

Industry Information:
PCI Sensitive Asset Mangement
PCI compliance means you have to be focused on tracking the serial numbers and firmware version numbers for
secure keypads and chip card readers. This tracking can be accomplished by various means, but the intent is to
track the devices throughout their lifecycle, including shipment from the manufacturer, storage with the
distributor, installation into dispensers or startup of a new dispenser, removal from service, and finally compliant
destruction. The goal is for the retailer to be able to account for the device whereabouts and report that
information to their payment processor upon request. Should you have any questions about PCI compliance,
please contact your McKinney Petroleum Equipment sales representative.

Tesla Opens Its 1st C-Stores
In its most direct challenge to the convenience-store industry to date,
electric-car maker Tesla has built two 40-stall Supercharger stations in
Kettleman City and Baker, California. According to Tesla-focused online
news source Teslarati, the stations are meant to serve as members-only
lounges so families traveling between Los Angeles, San Francisco or Las
Vegas have a comfortable place to wait while their vehicle charges.
Tesla’s members-only lounge could be a preview of what the electriccharging c-stores of tomorrow might look like and the sort of competition existing c-stores might expect from
Tesla in the future. California isn’t the only area where Tesla is making moves into the c-store and fueling worlds.
The members-only lounges follow the construction of charging centers installed in Chicago and Boston to cater to
urban travelers. The electric carmaker’s c-store ambitions also extend outside the USA with its largest
Supercharger station in China.
-cspdailynews.com
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ON THE LIGHTER SIDE:





THERE’S TWO FISH IN A TANK. ONE TURNS TO THE
OTHER AND SAYS ‘YOU MAN THE GUNS, I’LL DRIVE.’
AMARILLO HIGH SCHOOL AND OILER COACH BUM
PHILLIPS WHEN ASKED BY BOB COSTAS WHY HE TAKES HIS
WIFE ON ALL THE ROAD TRIPS, PHILLIPS RESPONDED:
“BECAUSE SHE IS TOO DAMN UGLY TO KISS GOODBYE.”
STEPHEN WRIGHT: BORROW MONEY FROM PESSIMISTS –
THEY DON’T EXPECT IT BACK.





THOMAS EDISON CREATED THE FIRST CHRISTMAS
TREE LIGHTS IN 1882.
A MALE SWAN IS REFERRED TO AS A “COB,” AND A
FEMALE SWAN IS REFERRED TO AS A “PEN.”
BEES CAN’T FLY IN THE RAIN.

McKinney Highlights:
Celebrating 1 Year! Congratulations to Denis Chaney who is celebrating 1 year with McKinney
Petroleum Equipment as Service Manager. Denis came to use from Oil Equipment Co. in Green
Bay, Wisconsin where he worked for 25 years and worked his way up from service technician to
service manager to branch manager. Denis was also just named to the
PEI Service Tech Training Committee by PEI President Craig Hoyer.

Congratulations to Lee Bosarge! Lee was named to the PEI RP1100
Committee by PEI President Craig Hoyer. The RP1100 Committee is responsible
for the proper way to store and dispense DEF.

Safety and Maintenance Tips:
Why Your Gas Station Needs a Firewall
Internet connectivity drives the way today’s businesses operate. From
sending emails, to taking customers’ credit cards, to managing employee
payrolls, nearly everything we do touches the internet in some way.
Unfortunately, the same Internet that helps our businesses run more
smoothly also connects us with cyber criminals.
A properly implemented PCI-compliant firewall is your first line of
defense against data breaches, because it keeps sensitive data
hidden while protecting your business from spam, malware, viruses and
more. Many network firewalls also offer increased reliability and customer
satisfaction by maximizing processing speed and network uptime.

Learn more at ControlScan PaySafe:
https://www.controlscan.com/security/paysafe-utm-firewall-service/
- ControlScan
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Equipment for Sale:
Used Wayne Vista 3V/595 Dispenser, Qty: 1----------------Call for Pricing
Used Wayne Ovation – Chevron Spec., Qty: 2--------------Call for Pricing
3M Intercom Console, Qty: 1-----------------------------------------$1,225.00
Incon Probe 2” Gas Float Kit, TSP-IGF2, Qty: 2---------------------- $258.00
150 Gallon DW Lube Cube – Containment Solutions, Qty: 1--$2,500.00
OPW Interstitial Sensor 30-3221-1A, Qty: 2-------------------------$195.00
Pnuemercator Leak Sensor E5825-100F, Qty: 2--------------------$125.00
FE Petro Disp. Hook Isolation Box, P/N: 580030010, Qty: 1-----$325.00

Famous Quotes:
 “Instead of giving a politician the keys to the city, it might be better to
change the locks...” – Doug Larson
 “Gratitude preserves old friendships and procures new ones.”
– Ben Franklin
 “I make my practices real hard because if a player is a quitter, I want
him to quit in practice, not in a game. – Bear Bryant

Thought for the Day:

“Experience is a
wonderful thing.
It enables you to
recognize a
mistake when you
make it again.”
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